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ObjectivesObjectives

The overall purpose of the paper is to explore intended and 
unintended effects of technological development in relation to user 
behavior. 

Another purpose is to explore how well an ecological perspective and 
approach can contribute to explanations of intended and unintended 
effects. 

This paper explores the changes taking place in renewals and 
interlibrary loans in the Danish Library System. 

Two phenomena are interesting in this context. First of all, the
number of renewals of materials has grown very rapidly. 

Further, the number of interlibrary loans has also increased.



BackgroundBackground informationinformation

It is important to note that the Danish library system by law and 
regulation have to be viewed as one system. All libraries have the 
obligation to participate in the nation-wide arrangement concerning 
interlibrary loans. 

In Denmark, all citizens have access to the joint holdings of all 
libraries through a national database named bibliotek.dk. Users have 
the right to order material from every library in the country and get it 
delivered at their local library, be it a public library or a research 
library. 

The act states very clearly that all citizens have the right to loan 
materials from all libraries in the country. The act also emphasizes the 
principle of the cooperating library system meaning that all types of 
libraries have to participate in the interlibrary loan system. Bibliotek.dk 
can be considered as the technological facilitator of these intentions.



Research Research QuestionsQuestions

1. How has the development been in the number of renewals 

and interlibrary loans been in the period since 2000 in 

public libraries and in academic libraries in relation to other 

loan-oriented activities and how is the interaction between 

libraries from the two sectors?

2. How are the renewal patterns and the patterns of 

interlibrary loans correlated with other statistical factors?

3. Can affordance theory be used as an explanatory frame of 

reference to explain the development in renewals and 

interlibrary loans?



AffordancesAffordances

Diminishing Diminishing 

availiabilityavailiability

1515--30 % Ill items 30 % Ill items 

not picked upnot picked up

Advanced featuresAdvanced featuresNot perceived by Not perceived by 

usersusers

Bulk renewalsBulk renewals

Bulk reservations Bulk reservations 

and requestsand requests

ConvenienceConvenience

Access for allAccess for all

Perceived by Perceived by 

usersusers

Not intended by Not intended by 

designdesign
Intended by Intended by 

designdesign
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RenewalsRenewals as % as % ofof loansloans in Public in Public 

LibrariesLibraries
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DownloadsDownloads in 16 in 16 academicacademic librarieslibraries
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RenewalsRenewals as a % as a % ofof loansloans in 16 in 16 
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Facts about renewalsFacts about renewals

�� Dispersion between 12 and 68 % of loansDispersion between 12 and 68 % of loans

�� Highest proportion of renewals is found in Highest proportion of renewals is found in 

the Copenhagen area and in the vicinity of the Copenhagen area and in the vicinity of 

other large citiesother large cities



16 academic libraries ILL loans and the 16 academic libraries ILL loans and the 

proportion going to public librariesproportion going to public libraries

78777876736856%  to public 

libraries

1095109099010461035979809741Total – in 

thousands

20092008200720062005200420032002



ILL borrowing public librariesILL borrowing public libraries

�� 3 public library systems have over 60 % of their 3 public library systems have over 60 % of their 

incoming interlibrary loans from the academic incoming interlibrary loans from the academic 

libraries. It is the libraries in 3 of the biggest libraries. It is the libraries in 3 of the biggest 

cities in the country and they all are situated in cities in the country and they all are situated in 

cities with universities and many other cities with universities and many other 

institutions for further education. institutions for further education. 

�� A look at the top 10 list gives additional support A look at the top 10 list gives additional support 

for the thesis about a correlation between size, for the thesis about a correlation between size, 

number of students and loans from academic number of students and loans from academic 

libraries.libraries.



Facts about ILLFacts about ILL

If we look at and compare the data from the 16 academic 
libraries interlibrary loans in 2007 and 2009 we can see that 
the interlibrary loans among research libraries are decreasing 
a bit but the loans to the public libraries are increasing. The 
differences are small but they constitute a trend that clearly 
substantiates the theses above concerning factors affecting 
the flow of documents between libraries and library sectors. 
The flow of material from the academic libraries to the public 
libraries increases and constitutes a major part of the 
academic libraries loans to other libraries. The flow of 
documents among the academic libraries decreases, not 
much but a bit every year establishing a trend.



TheThe CFQ in Public CFQ in Public LibrariesLibraries

�� TheThe CFQ CFQ 
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CorrelationCorrelation: CFQ : CFQ vsvs CollectionCollection per per 

capitacapita
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CorrelationCorrelation: : RenewalRenewal proportions in proportions in 

2007 and 2008 for public 2007 and 2008 for public librarieslibraries
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Correlation: CFQ vs expense per Correlation: CFQ vs expense per 

capita capita -- materialsmaterials
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ConclusionsConclusions

�� Renewals and ILL means a diminishing Renewals and ILL means a diminishing 

local availiabilitylocal availiability

�� Renewals and ILL are symptoms of a Renewals and ILL are symptoms of a 

changed user behaviourchanged user behaviour

�� Renewals are supported indirectly by the Renewals are supported indirectly by the 

libraries through elibraries through e--mail or smsmail or sms--

notifications about the end of the loan notifications about the end of the loan 

periodperiod



ConclusionsConclusions

�� RenewalsRenewals

–– Convenience vs decreasing Convenience vs decreasing 

availiabilityavailiability

–– Notification increases the Notification increases the 

amount of renewalsamount of renewals

–– The librariesThe libraries’’ income income 

coming from fines decreasecoming from fines decrease

–– The decreasing local The decreasing local 

availiability increases the availiability increases the 

ILLILL

�� ILLILL

–– Topical needs turn to title Topical needs turn to title 

needs implying many needs implying many 

requests resulting in many requests resulting in many 

unnessary reuestsunnessary reuests

–– Students order study Students order study 

literature picked up at their literature picked up at their 

local public librarylocal public library

–– ILL is correlated with other ILL is correlated with other 

interesting statistical interesting statistical 

factors like expense, factors like expense, 

collection size and otherscollection size and others



ConclusionsConclusions

�� Affordance theory combined with Affordance theory combined with 

ecological perspectives give a systematic ecological perspectives give a systematic 

way to look a the relationship between way to look a the relationship between 

intentions and perceptionsintentions and perceptions

�� It focuses the view on intended and It focuses the view on intended and 

unintended effects of service unintended effects of service 

improvementsimprovements


